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ABOUT 
US

NINGBO SAFE BRAKES SYSTEMS CO.,LTD  was established in December 2014, mainly engaged 
in motorcycle and electric motorcycle (2-wheeler vehicle) active safety system research and 

development, manufacturing, sales and technical services. The company has a mature R & D 
and management team, including 3 postdoctoral, 12 master’s degree, , and strive to build SAFE 

BRAKES to be the world - class company.
The motorcycle braking system (SF10) product officially passed the European IV certification in 

August 2015 (Luxemburg ATEEL), passed the EMC certification in November 2015, in December 
2017 through the TUV company’s IATF16949 certification and ISO9001 certification,and launched a 

strategic cooperation with many domestic and foreign enterprises.
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PRODUCT
INTRODUCTION

An anti-lock braking system developed by NingBo SAFE, is exclusively used in tho-wheel 
vehicle. It is composed of hydraulic control unit (HCU), eletronic control unit (ECU) and 

motor. Compact structure, small size (86,6 x64 x 98,1 mm), light weight (746 g) etc. meet 
the assembly - size requirements of miniaturization and lightweight in two-wheel vehicles.
Front and rear wheels can be controlled precisely and independently; dual channel, single 

channel configuration are optional by customers; it is suitabl efor many kinds of vehicles, 
e.g. scooter, motocross and high-end sport motorcycle. It provides the shortest braking 

distance and stability for drivers, and improves the safety and enjoyment of travel at the 
same time.

SF 10 MABS
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CUSTOMERS



Wet ceramic road Dry basalt to cement road
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ABS Test Track

Dry - Basalt @ 60 Kpm Asphatl Road @ 80 Kpm Single - Brake without ABS Belgian Road

High to Low Rough - road

Wet tile to asphalt road Crushed road surfaceSingle - Brake Have ABS
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NINGO SAFE BRAKES SYSTEM CO.,LTD

+86 0574 - 88387020 - 8009

18858002020

www.china-sfb.com

jolly@china-sfb.com

GIVEN MOTODESIGN

+39 02 48677559

+39 347 360 9300 

www.given.it

given@given.it

MAIN COMPANY EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR


